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QUESTION 1

Which of the following APs do NOT support dual radio operations? 

(Choose two) 

A. AP 93 

B. AP 105 

C. RAP 3WN 

D. AP 224 

E. AP 135 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 2

What is true about an AP in Hybrid Spectrum mode? 

A. Scan home channel and services client traffic on home channel 

B. Scans all channels and services clients on home channel 

C. Puts the selected band in spectrum mode and services clients on other band 

D. Makes the AP a spectrum monitor, but does not affect other APs in the AP-group 

E. All APs in AP-group scan home channel and service clients 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3
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View the Server group and User Roles screen shots above. 

A user associated to an SSID with 802.1x using this server group. RadiusNY returned a standard radius attribute of filter-
Id with a value of "employee". The user was placed in the guest Role. What statements below are correct? (Choose
two.) 

A. The user was placed in the 802.1x authentication default Role guest 

B. The user was placed in the initial Role guest 

C. Role derivation failed because roles are case sensitive 

D. Role derivation failed because the incorrect operation "value-of" was used 

E. 802.1x authentication failed so the user was automatically placed in the guest Role 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator implements centralized licensing. The network uses a master-local deployment , with two master
controllers for redundancy. There is a mixture of controller models that include 3600 series controllers with hardware
licenses and 7x00 controllers. The two master controllers also serve as the centralized license servers. 

What is true about centralized licensing in this implementation? 

A. An AP can acquire licensing from a 7010 controller if both centralized license servers are not reachable. 

B. Hardware license on the 3600 controllers are not included in the license pool in a centralized license deployment. 

C. A master-local controller topology can use local controllers as the centralized licensing servers. 

D. Redundant centralized license deployment require that the high availability (HA) feature be used between the two
license servers. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which type of traffic is protected by control place security (CPSec) feature on Aruba wireless products? 

A. all AP packets to the controller 

B. AP GRE packets 

C. AP PAPI packets 

D. inter-controller packets 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

An administrator provides services to a university that has this environment: 

* 

There are two departments named Department 1 and Department 2. 

* 

Department 1 has its own mobility domain with one controller. 

* 

Department 2 has multiple controllers configured in a second domain. 

The president of the university has a goad to roll out a new application next semester. The president wants to five users
of this application the ability to roam between both mobility domains. 

What should the administrator do to accomplish the president foal in the most effective manner? 

A. Create a new domain and active the new domain with the existing domain on the controllers. 

B. Combine the controllers into the same mobility domain. 

C. Configure all controllers IP subnets to ensure that they match. 

D. Add a new domain between a controller in Department 1 and a controller in Department 2. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

With Visual RF location tracking, show location history can be set for a maximum of? 
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A. 1 hour 

B. 6 hours 

C. 24 hours 

D. 12 hours 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

In the above diagram, the system shows two Aruba access points and a wired user. 

Which VLAN(s) do NOT need to be configured on link A between the L2 switch and router to support the wireless
users? 

A. 101 and 102 

B. 101 and 103 

C. 102 and 103 

D. only 101 

E. only 103 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9
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An AP 105 was converted into a RAP. The RAP can authenticate its IPSec tunnel to a controller using which of the
following methods? (Choose two.) 

A. 802.1X/EAP authentication 

B. Captive Portal authentication 

C. IP address authentication 

D. Username/Password authentication. 

E. Certificate/MAC address authentication. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 10

What can NOT be configured from the Aruba controller configuration wizards? 

A. Controller IP 

B. Boot Partition 

C. User firewall policy. 

D. User derivation rules. 

E. Radius Servers 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What settings need to be changed on a factory default AP in order for it to use ADP to discover the Aruba Controller? 

A. DNS of the controller 

B. Static route 

C. AP group 

D. enable multicast 

E. no changes needed 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 12

What is the total number of charts you can simultaneously monitor in a spectrum dashboard? 
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A. 3 

B. 4 

C. 8 

D. 9 

E. 12 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 13

An administrator deploys a Remote AP (RAP) at a branch office. The RAP connects back to an Aruba Mobility
Controller at the corporate office from across the internet. The controller provisions the RAP in the AP Group named
branch office RAPs. This AP Group supports one Virtual AP (VAP) for employees and one VAP for guests. Guest traffic
should be sent directly to the internet from the branch office. 

All employees traffic should be forwarded to the corporate controller where it can be examined by the controller\\'s
firewall policies. 

Which operating modes should the administrator use for the two VAPs? 

A. employee split-tunnel, guest bridge. 

B. employee split-tunnel guest split-tunnel 

C. employee tunnel guest bridge 

D. employee tunnel guest split-tunnel 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Which profiles are required in an AP Group to enable an SSID with VLAN 1, WPA2 and LMSIP? (Choose three) 

A. Virtual-ap ap mesh-radio-profile ap system profile 

B. Wlan ssid-profile ap-system-profile virtual-ap profile 

C. 802.1X authentication profile wlan ssid-profile virtual-ap profile 

D. Virtual-ap profile ap-system profile aaa profile 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Exhibit: 
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Based on the above screen capture for Interfering APs, what can you conclude? 

A. The APs must be connected to the Aruba network. 

B. The APs are classified as interfering because they are all transmitting on channel 6. 

C. There must not be any evidence that the APs are attached to the wired corporate network. 

D. These APs are classified as interfering because they are not Aruba APs. 

E. They are classified as interfering because they are running in g mode. 

Correct Answer: C 
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